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Given a polynomial f(x) with rational integral coefficients, find the 
factorization of f(x) into irreducible factors for a given characteristic, a 
natural prime p or zero. In the latter case we use the factorization of 
f(x) for a special natural prime p. 
I. THE FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS mod p 
The problem of complete factorization of a polynomialf(x) is equiva- 
lent with the task to find a proper factor off(x) or to recognizef(x) to 
be an irreducible polynomial itself. 
Step 1. Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree n, n > 1, and leading 
coefficient 1. Calculate the derivative f’(x) of f(x). If f’(x) = 0, then 
f(x) is the pth power of a proper factor. If j”(x) is inseparable and 
,f’(x) # 0, then (f(x),f’(x)) is a proper factor off(x). 
Step 2. Assumef(x) to be separable. Compute 
(f(x), xpm- I- 1) 
for ascending m. f(x) is irreducible if f(x) does not factor for n 
m = I,..., - . [I 2 
Remark. (f(x), xPm- ’ - 1) = (f(x), xPm- x) provided x $f(x). We need 
xPm only modf(x). According to E. R. Berlekamp [I] one can calculate 
an n x n-matrix Q which transforms the coefficient vector (go,. . . ,gn- i) 
of any polynomial g(x) of degree less than n into the vector (he,. . . , h,- 1) 
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representing the polynomial h(x) which satisfies the relation 
W = gWp mod (f(x), PI. 
Step 3. Assume 
fW = (f(x), xpm - l- 9, 
Ax) =iQ cPitx)9 bi<X>l = w q+(x) irreducible. 
(1) 
n-l 
Reduce x’mod f(x), k = c $, by a special algorithm. If 
j=O 
xk E a mod (f(x), p), a E Z, 
then go to step 5 else to step 4. The probability that f(x) divides mod p 
one factor of (2) is (neglecting any structure that might be involved) 
(p- l)lTr, this is the probability for the application of step 5. Step 4 
gives always at least one proper factor off(x). 
Step 4. Assume (l), r 2 2, p 2 3, and the existence of at least two 
constants a,, a, with the property 
(Xk-ai7.f(x)> * 19f(x), i = 1,2. 
Decompose the product 
p-1 
XPm- 1 -1 = n(Xk--a) 
a=1 
(2) 
into suitable groups of factors and calculate the gcd’s withf(x). 
Let sl(p- 1). Then we have 
(P-1)/s 
x~m-‘-l = n (x”“-g”‘) 
t=1 
p-1 
=tpk-d)9 g a primitive root mod p, (3) 
because xPm-l - 1 is a separable polynomial and any factor ti - x’ divides 
P-g”, provided t = t, mod ((p- 1)/s). Actually we need only the 
system of the sth power residues modp. If one has to factor many poly- 
nomials with respect to the same prime p, it is convenient to calculate 
a primitive root g and prepare a list of power residues for all proper 
divisors s of p - 1 in advance. 
In the special case s = (p- 1)/2 the factorization 
XPm- 1 -1=(x (Pm- 1)/2- l)(x’P”- I)/2 + 1) 
is always possible. The probability that we obtain already a factorization 
off(x) just by considering s = (p - 1)/2 is (1 - 2l-‘). 
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Step 5. Assumef(x) = (f(x), xk - a). If xk - a can be factored easily into 
suitable factors, do it and calculate the gcd’s with f(x). Maybe the 
number a is an hth power residue modp, h a divisor of k. Otherwise try 
successively to factor t different polynomials 
giCx> =ftx + bi)3 i = I,. . .,f, 
(go to step 3), and make the back transformation for the factors of g,(x) 
in the case of success. The number t should be small, depend only on p, 
and be chosen conveniently as practice suggests, perhaps one will choose 
only t = 1, 2. 
If this method fails to factorf(x) ( or a factor of the original polynomial) 
after f trials, use a straightforward method for the factorization, e.g. the 
Berlekamp method [Z], which is efficient for very small primes. 
II. THE FACTORIZATION OF POLYNOMIALS FOR CHARACTERISTIC 0 
Step 1. Let f(x) be a polynomial of degree n, n > 1. If f(x) is an 
inseparable polynomial, (f(x),f’(x)) is a proper factor off(x). 
Step 2. Assumef(x) to be separable with respect to characteristic 0 and 
leading coefficient 1. Fromf(x) = g(x)h(x) followsf(x) G g(x)h(x) modp, 
p any prime. 
Factor f(x) mod p, p a suitable prime. We choose the prime p in such 
a manner that the factorization mod p of an average polynomialf(x) does 
not take too much time while the prime p is as big as possible. Using 
the above described method, p = 31, 211, 311 (p-l = 2.3.5, 2.3.5.7, 
2.3.5.1 l), seem to be suitable primes. 
Ifj(x) is irreducible modp, we are done, else go to step 3. 
Step 3. Use the factorization of f(x) modp and make a list of all 
decompositions of f(x) into two factors. Calculate upper bounds 
Cl,. . ., G-1 for the absolute values of the first n- 1 elementary sym- 
metric functions of any subset of the roots of f(x). Try to extend the 
decompositions of f(x) modp to decompositions for characteristic 0. 
The details for one decomposition are shown in the next step. 
Step 4. Let 
f(x) = a 1 (4 b dx) mod P, 
without loss of generality we assume [al(x)] 5 [b,(x)]. Test whether 
there exist polynomials a(x), b(x) with the properties 
J-h) = 44Wxh a(x) z a 1(x) mod p, b(x) 3 b,(x) mod p. 
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If possible, we construct a sequence of polynomials U,(x), b,(x) with the 
following properties : 
r-1 
Ui(X) = Xr + C UijXj, I I=[‘] Uij < ’ ,C,-j, 
j=O 2 
t- 1 
hi(x) = x’ + C bijxj, 
j=O 
I I=[] bij < f ) c,-j, 
(4) 
(5) 
f(x) E U,(X) b,(x) mod pi, (6) 
a,(x) - al(x) mod p, hi(x) E b,(x) mod p. (7) 
If this construction breaks down, then the test is negative and we take 
the next pair of factors of the list prepared by step 3. If this test is positive 
we apply step 3 on the factors of a(x), b(x) provided they are not 
irreducible mod p. 
The construction of the sequence a,(X), b,(X) goes as follows: Let c(x) 
be the greatest common divisor of a,(x), b,(x) modp, E,(x), 6,(x) 
defined by 
a,(x) = al(x)/c(x) mod p, 
6,(x) = b,txMx) mod p, 
u(x), V(X) a solution of 
c(x) z al(x)u(x) + b,(x)u(x) mod p, 09 
[U(X)] < [&l(X)], i = 0,. . .) i-1, 
and 
c+>1 < CW>l, lUjl~4, j=O,...,~-l, 
g,(X) E (f(X)-ui(X)bi(x))/P’, ISijl S P/2, j = 0,. . .,n-1. 
In order to solve the congruence (6) for i+ 1 we have to be able to solve 
the following congruence 
gi(x) E ~1(~)zi(x)+bi(x)~(~)modp (9) 
for the differences 
and 
Zi(X) = t bi + I(X) - bitx))/P’* 
If c(x),j’gi(x) mod p, then the congruence (9) is not solvable and the test 
is negative. 
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If f(x)-ai(x)bi(x) = 0 the test is positive. If ai = gi(x)/c(x) 
E 0 mod p, we just replace i by i+ 1 and continue the process. If g(x) f 0 
modp we go ahead to solve the congruence (9). From (8) and (9) we 
get the following congruences : 
8i(X) E Sitx)(~l(x)u(X) +~~(x)u(x)) mod ~3 
zi(x) E Sdx)u(X) mod (~3 51(x)), 
WI(X) E gitx> u(x) mod (P, al(x)). 
We put now 
ai+l,j = Uij +PiWij, j = 0,. . .,r-1, 
bi+l,j = bij +piZij, j=O,...,t-1, 
and reduce the coefficients of Ui+l(X), bi+l(x) mod pi+’ to its lowest 
absolute terms (if p is odd they are automatically reduced). 
Now we check the conditions (4) and (5), if they are satisfied we replace i 
by i+ 1 and continue the process, otherwise the test is negative. 
Remark. I do not consider this solution as the final answer to the 
proposed problem. But I do hope that this paper will give some stimulation 
in order to find a more satisfactory solution. Part I is unsatisfactory, 
because in some instances it is necessary to use a straightforward method. 
For large primes this should occur only very rarely. The number of trials 
in step 4 of part II might become large if the constants ci,. . . , c,,- 1 are 
very large. In order to improve the method one may use a larger prime 
of similar type and normalize the given polynomial by a linear trans- 
formation y = x+a such that If”- i ] S n/2, which means that the origin 
of the complex plane is close to the centroid of the roots off(x). A similar 
p-adic method was used by H. Zassenhaus [4], raising the exponent of 
the p-powers in each step by a factor 2. 
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